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Abstract: The growth of the world’s energy demand over recent decades in relation to energy intensity
and demography is clear. At the same time, the use of renewable energy sources is pursued to
address decarbonization targets, but the stochasticity of renewable energy systems produces an
increasing need for management systems to supply such energy volume while guaranteeing, at the
same time, the security and reliability of the microgrids. Locally distributed energy storage systems
(ESS) may provide the capacity to temporarily decouple production and demand. In this sense,
the most implemented ESS in local energy districts are small–medium-scale electrochemical batteries.
However, hydrogen systems are viable for storing larger energy quantities thanks to its intrinsic high
mass-energy density. To match generation, demand and storage, energy management systems (EMSs)
become crucial. This paper compares two strategies for an energy management system based on
hydrogen-priority vs. battery-priority for the operation of a hybrid renewable microgrid. The overall
performance of the two mentioned strategies is compared in the long-term operation via a set of
evaluation parameters defined by the unmet load, storage efficiency, operating hours and cumulative
energy. The results show that the hydrogen-priority strategy allows the microgrid to be led towards
island operation because it saves a higher amount of energy, while the battery-priority strategy
reduces the energy efficiency in the storage round trip. The main contribution of this work lies in the
demonstration that conventional EMS for microgrids’ operation based on battery-priority strategy
should turn into hydrogen-priority to keep the reliability and independence of the microgrid in the
long-term operation.
Keywords: microgrid modelling; energy management system; hydrogen-priority strategy;
battery-priority strategy; hybrid renewable microgrid; energy storage; hydrogen storage
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1. Introduction
The world energy demand is peaking over the past decades as a result of energy intensity and
demographic growth [1]. At the same time, with the challenging targets of Renewable Energy Sources
(RES), energy conversion systems deployment are globally pursued to address the decarbonization of
the energy sector [2,3]. The increase of the penetration of stochastic renewable energy systems (such as
wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) systems) produces an increasing need for control and management
systems to supply such energy volume while guaranteeing, at the same time, the security and reliability
of microgrids.
Locally distributed energy storage systems (ESS) [4–7] may provide the capacity to temporally
decouple production and demand, providing versatility and flexibility in the operation of the microgrid.
In particular, the most implemented ESS in local districts are small–medium-scale electrochemical
batteries [8]. However, hydrogen systems are also viable as ESS for storing larger energy quantities
over the long term thanks to the intrinsic high mass-energy density of hydrogen (Lower Heating
Value LHV equal to 33 kWh/kg) which can be implemented in modular systems [9–15]. In this sense,
hydrogen can play a key role as storage media over the long term. The correct balance between power
and energy should be pursued following the specific operational requirements.
To match generation, load and storage, energy management strategies become of crucial
importance: the development and implementation of control strategies that manage the power
fluxes are fundamental to maintain and optimize the reliability, efficiency and operation of the
microgrid in a distributed topology [16]. For the case of small-to-medium scale capacities (from several
kW up to hundreds of kW or even few MW) intensive research has been made to study the behavior of
hybrid renewable microgrids both connected to the main power grid or in island mode [17–20].
The control mechanisms described in the literature range from simple power balance strategies
based on control variable monitoring (maintaining each component in its suitable operation condition
range) [5,6,21,22], up to complex control strategies such as load management based on baseload and peak
load [23] hierarchical control (master-slave) [24,25], model predictive control [4,26], global optimization
via objective functions [27], self-optimization strategies [24] and fuzzy logic [27–29] and genetic
algorithms [30]. Hydrogen-priority strategy in small scale hybrid microgrids with a hydrogen battery
storage system is quite uncommon in scientific literature, except for few studies with combined
solutions [6,21,31] or hydrogen-only storage systems [4]. Battery-priority strategies are the typical
high-level control systems implemented for short/medium-term microgrid management found in the
literature [5,20,22,27,30,32]. A comprehensive review of different microgrid management systems can
be found in [33].
In this paper, an energy management system (EMS) with two strategies based on hydrogen-priority
and battery-priority is proposed for the operation of a hybrid renewable microgrid, implementing
selective power balance based on the control variable monitoring. The aim of the comparison is to
assess the microgrid’s performance in the long-term regarding the internal reliability of the microgrid
and energy efficiency. Hydrogen can exploit the greater energy inertia to lead the microgrid towards
island operation (zero support from the main power grid). On the other hand, the battery-priority
approach attempts to minimize the amount of energy lost in the storage round trip, since the nominal
efficiency of battery systems is considerably higher than the one of hydrogen systems. Respect to most
of the analyzed literature, which attempts to optimize the real-time operation of the microgrid from an
electrical point of view with simulations in the short-term [20], the main novelty of this paper is it
investigates the microgrid performance in the long-term from an electrical and energetic standpoint.
The evaluation is done over an annual timescale under both strategies: hydrogen-priority compared to
a typical battery-priority. The results obtained endorse the main contribution of the paper: an analysis
about EMS based on battery-priority, as widely extended, regarding hydrogen-priority in the long-term
microgrid operation. The paper demonstrates that the hydrogen-priority EMS strategy guarantees
better reliability and independence in long-term operation.
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2. Materials and Methods
The conception of the microgrid is based on the production of energy entirely obtained from
renewable resources, which guarantees the production and storage of energy with zero CO2 emissions.
The microgrid includes different RES power generation systems on several kW scales, together with
similar scale hydrogen and battery storage systems. The architecture integrates a mixed type, AC/DC
electrical topology presenting a high-voltage DC bus (400 V DC) and a standard 1ph-230 V/3ph-400V
AC bus, Figure 1 [22].
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Considering the topology of the renewable microgrid under study, which is located in the “La
Rábida” Campus, at the University of Huelva (Huelva is located in the southwest of Spain), it allows
bidirectional power flow between the main power grid and the microgrid. Considering the integration
method, all the generation and consumption systems are connected to the internal DC bus, supported
by the direct connection of the battery bank.
The renewable generation part is provided by variable renewable resources (solar radiation and
wind), which allow the production of energy upon resource availability. The microgrid facility can be
operated supplying the real demand of the “La Rábida” Campus or to satisfy any desired consumption
profile. This can be done, see Figure 1, through programmable power sources and loads. To guarantee
the power balance at all times, there are two ESSs available. The first ESS is a battery bank; the direct
connection of the battery bank to the internal DC bus causes the voltage of DC bus to be stabilized
within the operating range of the battery bank, without the need of using additional bidirectional
converters that could complicate the control of the system. The second ESS is a hydrogen loop,
consisting of an electrolyzer (hydrogen producer), a fuel cell (hydrogen consumer) and a compressed
hydrogen storage tank.
The energy conversion systems and buses are connected by means commercial and customized
power electronic converters. The connected and operating systems are reported in Table 1.
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After the microgrid its components have been described in the next section, the following section
will show the modelling process developed. The objective is to obtain a customizable model to evaluate
energy strategies over the microgrid operating in the long-term.
Table 1. Technical characteristics of components from microgrid shown in Figure 1.
Component Manufacturer and Model Nominal Parameters
Solar PV mono-Si panels Isofoton® ISF-250 5 kW p
Solar PV poly-Si panels Atersa® A-230P 5 kW p
Solar PV thin-film a-Si panels Schott® ASI 100 5 kW p
Alkaline Electrolyzer H2 Nitidor® 0074-01-PMO-001 2 Nm3H2/h, 10 kW e
Hydrogen storage tank Lapesa® LSP1000H 1.044 m3, 30 bar (88.8 kWh H2)
PEM fuel cell Ballard® FCgen 1020ACS 1 × 3.4 kW e
Horizontal axis µ-Wind turbine Enair® E-30PRO 3 kW e
Lead-acid battery bank U-Power® UP100-12 34 × 12 V, 100 Ah (40.8 kWh)
* All the power electronics, control and instrumentation equipment (hardware and software) have been developed
by authors.
3. Modelling of the Microgrid Components
In general, the proposed component modelling approach is an intermediate step between system
and process modelling; in fact, the objective is to obtain an easily customizable model to assess energy
dispatch strategies over yearly simulations in an hourly timestep, without considering transients
and local controllers that operate on the order of seconds. It is supposed that each component will
be equipped with an internal control loop that ensures the component operates in a suitable way
(Maximum Power Point Tracking MPPT algorithms for solar PV, blade pitch control and par regulation
for wind turbines, charge controllers for batteries, etc.) [20,24,25,27].
The proposed model simulates one year (8760 h) with a discrete time step of one hour. An entire
yearly simulation is computed in approximately one minute of simulation, which represents an
acceptable balance between accuracy and computational load to analyze the microgrid response in the
long term.
In the following sections, each component model is discussed in detail. An error analysis is
presented in order to validate the modelling of all the components with respect to the real measured
values under the same operating conditions of the real equipment operating in the real microgrid in
Huelva. The error analysis is presented in terms of average relative error εrel_average, Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) and Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE). Their precise definition has been
included in the Notation and Symbols list. The error analysis is reported for each component in the
following Sections 3.1–3.6.
3.1. Solar PV Model
The microgrid in Figure 1 has 15 kW p of solar PV installed (Figure 2), divided into three modules
of 5 kW p of monocrystalline and polycrystalline amorphous thin film Si-based technology. The 300 V
solar arrays are connected at the main switchboard in series. By default, the PV production is sent to
an inverter and injected into the main power grid but can be connected directly to the 400 VDC bus by
switching to the DC-DC converters which assure voltage coupling.
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datasheet characteristics.
The model implemented is taken from [34,35]; it is based on inclined radiation and panel
temperature correction of the short circuit current, ISC, and open-circuit voltage, VOC, Equations (1)
and (2). The total electrical power output of the panel array is calculated by multiplying current and
voltage, equation (3), taking into account the panel array configuration. The panel temperature TP is
calculated from the measured ambient temperature Ta by considering a global heat transfer coefficient
kp (◦C m2/W) [36] which takes into account the global conductive, convective and irradiation heat
inputs to the panel. Equations (1) and (2) are taken from [34,35]:
ISC = ISC(STC)
G
G(STC)
(1 + α
(
TP − T(STC)
)
(1)
VOC = VOC(STC)
(
1 + β
(
TP − T(STC)
))1 + δ ln( GG(STC)
)2 (2)
Multiplying ISC obtained from (1) and VOC obtained f om (2) and taking into accoun the array
configuration and loss s up to the DC terminals of the inverter, it is possible to know the total PV
power at the each solar field:
PPV = ISC·VOC·FF·Ns·Np·ηtotDC (3)
where:
α is the current correction factor given in the datasheet (%/◦C) (see Figure 2c)
β is the voltage correction factor given in the datasheet (%/◦C) (see Figure 2c)
δ is a non-dimensional correction coefficient (−0.04 [34])
FF is fill factor given in the datasheet (-) (see Figure 2c)
G is the mea ured global inclined radiation (W/m2)
G(STC) is the global radiation at STC conditions (1000 W/m2)
ISC is the short-circuit current (A)
ISC(STC) is the short-circuit current at STC conditions (A) (see Figure 2c)
Ns is the number of panels in series (20)
Np is the number of panels in parallel (1)
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ηtotDC is the total efficiency up to the DC switchboard (considering electrical, atmospheric, shadowing
and soiling losses in each particular installation) (see Figure 2c)
PPV is the solar panel electrical power output (W)
TP is the measured panel temperature (◦C)
T(STC) is the temperature at STC conditions (25 ◦C)
VOC is the open-circuit voltage (V)
VOC(STC) is the open-circuit voltage at STC conditions (V) (see Figure 2c)
For each technology, the output power results as two independent variables function, represented
in the case of monocrystalline silicon in Figure 3a. The parametrical temperature and radiation effect
are shown in Figure 3b.
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To validate the pro osed model with experimental data, Figure 4 shows the daily power production
for the three technologi s of Figure 2, by running a full-day sim lation with the locally acquired
meteorological data and the experimental measurements.
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It can be seen that the model follows within a reasonable approximation of the experimental
measurements (Figure 4). As assessed in the figure, in all cases the average error committed by the
model is below 5% of the measured values and the normalized error is below 5% of the nominal power
of the PV systems.
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3.2. Wind Turbine Model
On the same rooftop as the solar PV systems, a 3 kW horizontal axis micro wind turbine is installed
as shown in Figure 5a. The nominal parameters of the wind turbine are reported in Figure 5b. Similarly
to the PV system, by default the wind turbine injects power to the microgrid but can be set in island
mode by switching the connection to the electrical converters which can connect the wind turbine
either to the AC or to the DC bus (Figure 1).
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Figure 5. (a) Horizontal axis wind turbine of Figure 1 microgrid; (b) wind turbine datasheet parameters.
The 3-kW rated wind turbine will be modelled by implementing its power curve with a cubic
curve as reported i the technical datasheet with a resolution of 1 m/ , Equation (4). The characteristic
v lu s f cut-in and cut-off speeds d termine the limits of operation of the wind turbine. The nominal
wind speed determine th value from which the power output goes from a c bic function to a constant,
thanks to the variable pitch regulation (which is not detailed in this paper) of the t rbine blades [37].
I the model of equ tion (4), constant electrical, mechanical nd aerodynamic efficiency factors are
considered, equal to 85%, 90% and 90% respectively.
PWT = P(v) ηel ηm ηaero → P(v) =

0→ v < vcutin
0→ v > vcuto f f
Pnom → vnom < v < vcuto f f
awTv3 + bwTv2 + cwTv+ dwT → vcutin < v < vnom
(4)
where:
awT is the wind turbine model fit parameter (−8.1987)
bwT is the wind turbine model fit parameter (180.86)
cwT is the wind turbine model fit parameter (−911.62)
dwT is the wind turbine model fit parameter (1352.2)
ηel is the electrical efficiency (85%)
ηm is the mechanical efficiency (90%)
ηaero is the aerodynamic efficiency (90%)
P(v) p wer develope by the wind turbine (W) in function of the wind speed (m/s)
Pnom is the nominal power developed by the wind turbine (W) (see Figure 5b)
v is the meas red wind speed (m/s)
vcutin is the cut-in speed given in the datasheet (m/s) (see Figure 3b)
vcuto f f is the cut-off wind speed given in the datasheet (m/s) (see Figure 5b)
vnom is the nominal wind speed given in the datasheet (m/s) (see Figure 5b).
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By feeding the model with the daily wind speed values for the selected days, it is possible to
validate the model (Figure 6) by comparing the results with the actual power injected to the microgrid.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 28 
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s ca be seen in Figure 6, the power output obtained by the model (in blue) foll ws the trend of
the experimental data (in orange) with a rather good approximation. The average relative error on a
daily basis is below 8% (the worst case is 03/07) and on average throughout the t ree days below 6%.
The average RMSE normalized respect to the nominal power of the wind turbi e is also below 6%. It is
assumed that, in the long-term annual simulations, the error is smoothened by the increasing amou t
of data.
3.3. Alkaline Electrolyzer Model
The microgrid is provided with a 10 kWe alkaline electrolyzer (Figure 7a) with datasheet
characteristics shown in Figure 7b; the nominal production is 2 Nm3/h of hydrogen. The produced gas
is stored, at the outlet pressure of the electrolyzer (30 bar), in a tank, Figure 7a.
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Figure 7. Details of the alkaline electrolyzer (a), and datasheet characteristics (b).
The electrolyzer was modelled empirically, due to fact that the electrolyzer SCADA system only
monitors the stack voltage and current allowing the imposition of a power setpoint (expressed as
% of the rated power—see Figure 8b). For this reason, it was assessed to be a more suitable—from
Electronics 2020, 9, 698 9 of 27
a system modelling point of view—more reliable but empirical, model-based interpolation of real
data (see Figure 8a), rather than a more in-depth analytical process model without the means of
validating the involved variables (for example instantaneous gas partial pressure, local cell current
density distribution, water/gas flow rate), which are not accessible for measurement due to the lack of
measurement systems in place required to validate a process model. In addition, the I-V curve trend
and results are in line with the values reported in the literature [38].
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The empirical model scheme is reported in Figure 8a, interpolating the current and voltage data
according to the empirical I-V curve obtained from experimental testing on the equipment. Due to the
observed near-constant behavior of the voltage (from a system point of view), it is possible to derive a
first iteration value of the current by simply dividing the input power setpoint by the nominal voltage.
Once the first iteration current has been calculated, a second new value of voltage is calculated via a
cubic splin interpolation on the empirical I-V curve. The iterative method continues, calculating a
second iteration current and so on.
By applying the model to a continuous spectrum of input power from 2 kWe to 10 kWe (20%–100%
of the nominal power) the correspondence of the output current and voltage simulated values respect
to the measurements is verified, Figure 8b,c. The results can be refined by iterating the process until a
suitable accuracy is reached (εrel <~5% for both current and voltage).
The validation of the model confirms that, from a system point of view, the electrolyzer could
be in the first approximation represented by constant voltage and linear current to match the power
setpoint. It has been found that, already at the second iteration, the voltage reduces its average error to
0.43%, and the current reduces its average relative error with respect to the experimental values from
−7.240% to −4.708%.
To calculate the hydrogen flow it is possible to apply Faraday’s Law to obtain the molar flow from
the stoichiometry of the reaction, Equation (5).
.
nH2 = ηF
Nel Iel
zF
(5)
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where:
F is the Faraday constant (96485 C/mole-)
Iel is the measured electrolyzer current (A)
Nel is the electrolyzer cells number (28 units)
ηF is the Faraday efficiency (98.5%)
.
nH2 is the molar flow of hydrogen (mol/s)
z is the number of moles of electrons per mole of hydrogen (2 mole-/molH2).
The Faraday efficiency is instead dependent on the current density and can be calculated with the
model proposed by Ulleberg [38], at the operating temperature of 60 ◦C, maintained constant by the
cooling system.
3.4. PEM Fuel Cell Model
The PEM fuel cell that is part of the microgrid (Figure 9a) is made up of a stack with 80 single
planar cells in series, with an active surface of 0.0145 m2/cell [39]. Its nominal power is 3.4 kWe,
but due to stack degradation the actual power is limited by the control system to 2 kWe. Datasheet
characteristics are reported in Figure 9b.
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Figure 9. Details of the PEM fue cell module (a) and datasheet characteristics (b).
Empirical I-V curves were obtained by applying a third-order polynomial fit—Equation (6)—
according to the cubic spline interpolation method with respect to experimental I-V measurements
obtained by testing one fuel cell unit over a power setpoint range from 0 to 2 kW—Figure 10a. Since
the fuel cell power is limited to 2 kWe [40], the fuel cell output power can be considered linear with
reasonable approximation, Equation (7) and Figure 10b, since the concentration loss region is not
reached. By knowing the input power setpoint of the system, the operating current in the linear region
can be determined from the I-P curve; successively, by entering the I-V curve with the found value of
current, the voltage can be determined. The committed average relative error is below 2% with respect
to the median of the experimental values, which are affected by hysteresis in the measured power
setpoint range. The trend of the obtained curves shows correspondence with the literature-reported
data [41,42].
V f c = a f c + b f c·I f c + c f c·I f c2 + d f c·I f c3 (6)
P f c = I f c·V f c (7)
where:
a f c is the fuel cell model fit parameter (73.326)
b f c is the fuel cell model fit parameter (−2.122)
c f c is the fuel cell fit parameter (0.077)
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d f c is the fuel cell fit parameter (−0.001)
I f c is the fuel cell current (A)
V f c is the fuel cell voltage (V).
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Error analysis Voltage 
εrel,avg (%) 1.40 
RMSE (V) 1.26 
NRMSE (%) 1.69 
Error analysis Power 
εrel,avg (%) 0.98 
RMSE (W) 11.24 
NRMSE (%) 0.56 
Figure 10. (a) Fuel cell polarization curves. Experimental data vs. polynomial fitting model; (b) Fuel
cell power curves. Experimental data vs. polynomial fitting model.
Similarly to the electrolyzer case, from the measured fuel cell current it is possible to obtain the
molar flow from Faraday’s Law, Equation (8). Via successive measurement unit conversions, it is
possible to obtain volumetric and mass flow for each operating point.
.
nH2 = ηF
N f c I f c
zF
(8)
where:
F is the Faraday constant (96485 C/mole-)
I f c is the fuel cell current (A)
N f c is the number of cells in the fuel cell (80 units)
ηF is the Faraday efficiency (99%)
.
nH2 is the molar flow of hydrogen (mol/s)
z is the number of moles of electrons per mole of hydrogen (2 mole-/molH2)
The Faraday efficiency is calculated in the same way described for the electrolyzer [38] but at
40 ◦C, maintained isothermally by the PEM cooling system.
3.5. Compressed Hydrogen Storage Tank Model
Hydrog produced from the electrolyzer supplying to the fuel cell is stored in a tank with a
volume of 1.044 m3 and a nominal pressure of 30 bar, Figure 11.
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Figure 11. (a) Detail of the hydrogen compressed gas tank; (b) layout characteristics.
Hydrogen can be considered as a perfect gas throughout the whole pressure and temperature range
of operation for compressed hydrogen storage [43]. Under this hypothesis, in isothermal conditions,
density is linear with pressure and a linear relationship between pressure and molar quantity can be
obtained by applying the perfect gases law, Equation (9) [24]:
∆n =
∆ptank Vgeom
RT
; ∆ptank =
∆nRT
Vgeom
(9)
where:
∆n is the hydrogen molar variation (mol)
∆ptank is the pressure variation (atm)
R is the perfect gas constant (0.082 atm.L/mol.k)
T is the gas temperature (293 K)
Vgeom is the geometrical tank volume (1.044 L).
The effect of temperature is neglected since the storage tank is stationary and the hydrogen flow
rate is limit d.
3.6. Lead-acid Battery Model
A battery bank composed of 34 units of 100 Ah 12 V, based on lead-acid technology, Figure 12a,
in series is directly connected to the DC bus (see Figure 1). Each battery is composed of six elementary
cells in series and the 34 units are connected in series to reach t e 400 Vdc of the DC bus. The datasheet
characteristics of t e battery bank (si gle 12 V; 100 Ah unit) are reported in Figure 12b.
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Actual data of current, voltage and state of charge (SOC) obtained from a test-bench during
multiple charge/discharge cycles protocols were utilized in order to fit an empirical two-variable (Ibatt
and SOC) model for the calculation of the battery voltage, differentiating between charge and discharge
phases. The chosen model was proposed by Tremblay [45] and adapted by Valverde et. al. [31,41];
it consists of two separate relations during charge (Ibatt > 0) and discharge (Ibatt < 0) phases, Equations
(10) and (11). The SOC value has been calculated according to the Coulomb counting method [27,41]
and corrected according to the real battery capacity obtained by Peukert’s Law [46], Equation (12). Ibatt > 0Vbatt = Voc −K CnSOC+0.1Cn Ibatt −K CnCn−SOCSOC+A eB·SOC + RintIbatt (10) Ibatt < 0Vbatt = Voc −K CnCn−SOCSOC+ K Ibatt CnCn−SOC −A e−B·SOC + RintIbatt (11)
SOC = SOC0 − Ibatt tCn (12)
where:
A is the exponential zone amplitude (V) (see Table 2)
B is the exponential zone time constant inverse (Ah−1) (see Table 2)
Cn is the battery nominal capacity (100 Ah)
Ibatt is the battery current (A) (negative for discharge and positive for charge)
K is the polarization resistance (Ω) (see Table 2)
Rint is the battery internal resistance (4.9 mΩ)
SOC is the battery state of charge (Ah)
SOC0 is the initial battery state of charge (100%)
t is the time interval (h)
Vbatt is the battery voltage (V)
Voc is the open circuit voltage (V).
Table 2. Battery experimental data fitting results via MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox.
Curve Fitting Tool Results unit Charge Phase Discharge Phase
Datasheet values
Voc V 12 12
Rint Ω 0.005 0.005
Data fitting results
A V 0.467 2.498
B Ah-1 1.898 2.679
K Ω −0.00276 0.00857
Goodness of fit
R-square - 0.959 0.971
The data fitting process is taken out via MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox, an additional plug-in for
fitting curves or surfaces to data. The tool is configured in custom equation mode—Equations (10) to
(12)—using the default nonlinear least square fitting method according to the Trust-Region algorithm.
Ibatt and SOC are selected as the two independent variables and the values of Voc, Q and Rint are fixed
from datasheet; K, A and B are the parameters subject to data fitting via MATLAB Curve Fitting Tool:
Figures 13 and 14. The data-fit results are reported in Table 2.
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ቐ
𝐼௕௔௧௧ < 0
𝑉௕௔௧௧ = 𝑉௢௖ − 𝐾
𝐶௡
𝐶௡ − 𝑆𝑂𝐶 𝑆𝑂𝐶 + 𝐾 𝐼௕௔௧௧
𝐶௡
𝐶௡ − 𝑆𝑂𝐶 − 𝐴 𝑒
ି஻∙ௌை஼ + 𝑅௜௡௧𝐼௕௔௧௧ (11)
𝑆𝑂𝐶 = 𝑆𝑂𝐶଴ −
𝐼௕௔௧௧ 𝑡
𝐶௡  (12)
where: 
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𝐵 is the exponential zone time constant inverse (Ah-1) (see Table 2) 
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𝐼௕௔௧௧ is the battery current (A) (negative for discharge and positive for charge) 
𝐾 is the polarization resistance (Ω) (see Table 2) 
𝑅௜௡௧ is the battery internal resistance (4.9 mΩ) 
𝑆𝑂𝐶 is the battery state of charge (Ah)  
𝑆𝑂𝐶଴ is the initial battery state of charge (100%) 
𝑡 is the time interval (h)  
𝑉௕௔௧௧ is the battery voltage (V) 
𝑉௢௖ is the open circuit voltage (V). 
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Figure 14. (a) Battery discharge experimental data fitting results via MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox,
frontal view and (b) lateral view and error analysis.
The discharge phase is quite li ear, therefore a very good approximation (R-square = 0.971, Table 2)
is obtained with the experimental data. The charge phase fitting presents more difficulty due to the
non-linear charge protocol; therefore, more experimental data was required to achieve a comparable
approximation (R-square = 0.959, Table 2). In fact, the higher-end SOC range is measured at constant
voltage, narrowing the spectrum of available experimental data for surface fitting. In a real-case
operation, it is difficult that such constant voltage charging conditions occur.
In order to validate the model, it has been applied to the experimental data of a series of five
successive charge/discharge cycles. In Figure 15a, the measured voltage (in blue) is compared (below)
to the voltage calculated by the model (in red) together with the relative error (Figure 15a below and
Figure 15b) with respect to the measured data. Discontinuities in the voltage profile, such as the one
seen in t = 5 h, are normal and due to the switch from charging to discharging mode during experimental
test. It consists of multiple charging/discharging cycles applied over the battery. In the instant of the
switch, the battery is put in open circuit conditions (returning to around 12 V) and then switched to the
successive charge/discharge phase, allowing th voltage to vary suddenly. The model shows good
accordance with the experimental data (relative error <1% and <3% normalized respect to the nominal
voltag ), except for the constant volt ge zones during battery cha ge, as previously discussed.
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4. Energy Management System (EMS). Strategies Definition: Hydrogen- vs. Battery-priority
The complete microgrid model is implemented into Simulink environment in order to perform the
global simulation, F gure 16. The input data ar radiation, G, ambient temperature, Ta, and wind speed,
v, obtained by PV-GIS sat llite data for he microgrid geographical location (d tabase from 2007 to
2017) [47]. A typical residential load profile has be n considered [22]. Each compone t is p rameterized
according to the specification of the simulated system, as discu sed in Section 3. The sum of the
solar PV power an wind urbin power consists of the total ren wable power generated. The total
produced power is c mpare in each hour timestep with he load power, r sulting in a net power Pnet
which should b managed by the ESSs or by t e ex ernal po er grid. If in a sp cific timestep the net
power is positive (Pnet > 0), the microgrid presents an energy excess scenario, where the produced
pow r is grea er than the demand power; on the other hand, a negativ net power (Pnet < 0) m ans
a deficit scenario where the load power is greater than the produced power. All the power in the
microgrid is a sumed o be exchanged via the 400 V DC bus. The et power balance is convert d
into power setp ints to the ESSs, which in turn translate into current setpoi ts which determines
the charge/discharge b havior of the ES . As a consequence, the b ttery SOC and the hydrogen tank
pressur are calculat d ac ording to the net balance of hydroge /battery charge quantity. The SOC and
tank pressure starting values must b initialized.
The EMS computes the net power balanc between the total RES generation and the load.
According to the imposed limits of the control variables of battery State of Charge (SOC) and hydrogen
stored in the tanks, computed by the tank pressure ptank. The EMS implements a logical algorithm
according to the decided priority strategy, providing the power setpoint outputs for each component
(electrolyzer, fuel cell, battery and main power grid) [48]. The minimum and maximum limits of
operation of each energy storage is defined according to the technology operation range [19,24], while
low and high limits of each ESS are defined according to the hysteresis amplitude in relation to the
restoration logic [5,22,25,30,31].
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4.1. Hydrogen-priority Strategy
For the Hydrogen-priority strategy, the EMS objective is to maximiz the inte nal reliability by
increasing the hy rogen systems utilization. In fact, hydrogen allows greater inertia to be obtained due
to the greater amount of energy (kWh) stored in the form of hydrogen in comparison to the batteries.
This allows larger loads to be continuously supplied with more stable operation of the hydrogen storage.
When the renewable energy supply is higher than the load demand (PRES > PLOAD), the electrolyzer
is put in work with the aim to consume the energy excess and to have energy stored in the form of
hydrogen. In the other case, when solar and wind do not meet the load demand (PRES < PLOAD), it will
be the fuel cell the first responsible for supplying the energy deficit. After that, when the hydrogen
tank pressure approaches the limit values (ptank_min and ptank_max) the system shifts the load to the
batteries (both charge and discharge), provided that the SOC is in the suitable range. If the battery SOC
is also not within the suitable operating range (SOCmax, SOCmin), the power is supplied by or injected
into the main power grid, which acts as a support or as “dump” load. To avoid continuous changes in
the operation mode and to support the restoration of unavailable ESSs, a hysteresis bandwidth and
logic has been defined of hydrogen systems and battery bank. That is, if useful power is available and
if the complementary storage system is in a normal operating range, the hydrogen-based systems keep
in near-unavailable condition.
4.2. Battery-Priority Strategy
On the other hand, in the battery-priority strategy, th battery bank is used as the primary energy
back , using the hydrogen sys ems only wh n the SOC is ou ide of the allowed operation r nge [22].
The hydroge l op (electrolyzer and fuel cell) is used a a seconda y backup when the batterie are
unavailable. If both systems are outsid th suitable operating range, the power is supplied by or
injected into the main power grid, which acts as microgrid support or “dump” load. In a similar way,
the logical structure of the strategy defines a hysteresis loop, in order to restore an unavailable ESS,
prioritizing the battery bank respect to the hydrogen tank.
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4.3. Strategies Comparison and Global Evaluation Parameters
The two strategies are schematized and compared in Figure 17. The system computes the net
power balance between the total RES generation and the load according to the imposed limits of the
control variables of battery State of Charge (SOC) and hydrogen stored in the tanks, computed by the
tank pressure ptank. The EMS implements a logical algorithm according to the decided priority strategy,
providing the power setpoint outputs for each component (electrolyzer, fuel cell, battery and main
power grid) [48]. The minimum and maximum limits of operation of each energy storage system are
defined according to the technical operation range [19,24], while low and high limits of each ESS are
defined according to the hysteresis amplitude in relation to the restoration logic [5,22,25,30,31].
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The numerical results of the simulations must be categorized into a set of quantitative evaluation
parameters (Table 3) in order to be able to compare the simulations results obtained from each strategy.
These parameters are aggregate values, which embrace and represent the global system performance
in the long-term.
Table 3. Global evaluation parameters.
Parameter unit Definition
Cumulative Energy (E) kWh E =
8760∑
i=1
Ei =
8760∑
i=1
Pi ti
Operating hours (hon) h hon =
8760∑
i=1
honi
Storage efficiency (ηstorage) % ηstorage =
Eel+Ebatt,charge
E f c+Ebatt,discharge
Loss of Load (LL) kWh LL = Egrid
Loss of Load Probability (LLP%) % LLP% = LLEload =
Egrid,in
Eload
The cumulative annual energy Ei is equal to the sum of the instantaneous power P (t) multiplied
by the time t (1 h); honi is the cumulative count of operating hours of each component. Where Loss
of Load (LL) is the amount of energy demanded by the load but not supplied by the microgrid;
Loss of Load Probability (LLP%) is the percentage of unmet load respect to the total load demand;
Storage efficiency (ηstorage) is the ratio between the energy input to the ESSs (hydrogen production via
electrolysis and battery charging) and the energy output from the ESSs (during the fuel cell operation
and the battery discharging). For the Loss of Load parameter, LL, only the contribution from the
main power grid is considered (Pgrid < 0), while the injection to the main power grid (Pgrid > 0) is not
considered. Load shedding or any kind of active load modification (demand response) is neglected.
5. Results
5.1. Simulation Conditions
The long-run simulations are obtained by feeding yearly data (Figure 18) with hourly resolution
into the developed model. The 2016 data was used [47] which represented a worst-case scenario, since
the radiation profile was on average the lowest throughout the 10 years of the database. Since the
RES generation systems are predominantly solar, this represents a worst-case scenario for the storage
system, which must support a more demanding energy deficit scenario.
The considered load [22] is a typical 3–4 kWp (Pinst), 35 kWh/dayavg residential type load profile
as shown in Figure 19. The profile matches the typical working habits of the city environment, where
the starting working hour is around 09:00–10:00, with a valley around 14:00–17:00 and the second peak
from 17:00–18:00 to 21:00–22:00. The seasonal behavior of the load has been assessed by implementing
a correction coefficient which takes into account the seasonal variability of cumulative energy obtained
by the analysis of local loads, Figure 19a.
The long-term simulation has been run for both strategies for 8760 h with a seasonal variable load,
Figure 19a. Figure 19b summarizes the simulated microgrid setup, while Table 4 reports the EMS
parameter configurations.
In this case a direct comparison of results can be made since the simulated components and
conditions are the same, with only different EMS strategies.
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Table 4. Hydrogen-priority and batter - i rity strategies input parameters.
Parameter Unit Value
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ptank,0 bar; %ptank,max 23; 80%
SOC0 % 50
EMS control parameters
ptank,min bar 1
ptank,max bar 30
SOCmin % 20
SOCmax % 80
Ptank,high bar 20
Ptank,low bar 10
SOChigh % 70
SOClow % 30
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5.2. Comparison of Simulation Results and Evaluation Indicators
The simulation results for power balance and trends of the controlled storage variables are
reported in Figure 20 and Tables 5 and 6.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 21 of 28 
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Table 6. Comparison of simulation results 2. Energy Flow.
Hydrogen-Priority EMS Strategy Battery-Priority EMS Strategy
Parameter hon E hon E
unit h kWh h kWh
Electrolyzer 1944 7286 969 1226
Fuel Cell 2833 3354 168 220
Batterycharge 1032 690 2939 4408
Batterydischarge 650 701 3077 3526
Local power gridout 1892 7290 1928 9632
Local power gridin 408 254 647 562
Load 8760 12400 8760 12400
6. Discussion
Firstly, both EMS strategies assure that the overall power balance is always met, thanks to the main
power grid intervention. It can be clearly seen in Figure 20 that winter (hours 1–2190) and autumn
(hours 6570–8760) seasons correspond to the main energy deficit periods of the year, due to lesser
solar resources. The predominance of solar systems determines a strong energy excess scenario during
spring and summer (hours 2190–6570). The overall power balance is also affected by the seasonal load
(Figure 19) which is most demanding during summer and least demanding during spring/autumn.
By comparing the results, the priority relevantly affects the overall power balance; in the case of
hydrogen-priority EMS strategy, the hydrogen input energy is 7286 kWh (Table 6, first row) versus
only 690 kWh sent to the batteries (Table 6, third row), while in the battery-priority EMS strategy the
hydrogen input energy is only 1226 kWh against 4408 kWh for the batteries. This aspect is reflected
also by the amount of hydrogen used, which is equal to 1584 Nm3 for the hydrogen-priority EMS
strategy (several cycles) against 165 Nm3 for the battery-priority EMS strategy (few cycles). In terms
of main power grid energy, the battery-priority EMS strategy injects 9632 kWh and uses 562 kWh
(Table 6, row five and six). On the other hand, the hydrogen-priority EMS strategy presents a reduced
interaction with the main power grid, both in injection and support mode, respectively 7290 kWh and
254 kWh (Table 6, row five and six), which accounts for a reduction of 24% in terms of injection energy,
and 55% in terms of main power grid support. Additionally, both EMS strategies were calibrated in
order to accept an energy excess scenario and minimize the main power grid support. In terms of
supply of the load (Table 5, first and second row), the hydrogen-priority EMS strategy achieves better
performance (2.05% LLP%) against the battery-priority EMS strategy (4.54% LLP%). The difference
in the LLP% is not as relevant as the difference in storage capacity due to the effect of the round-trip
efficiency for the two storage pathways, greatly reducing the useful energy for the hydrogen storage.
Global storage efficiency (Table 5, third row) is lower for the hydrogen-priority EMS strategy, 50.3%
versus a global storage efficiency of 65.5% for the case of battery-priority EMS strategy, which is due to
the differences in the main devices’ nominal efficiencies. In fact, the overall energy processed by the
storage system is greater for the hydrogen-priority EMS strategy (7976 kWh versus that much less
energy processed by the battery-priority EMS strategy, only 5634 kWh), which is due to the much lower
energy share processed by the batteries (which present higher nominal efficiency) for a comparable
output power (4055 kWh versus 3746 kWh).
The trends of the results are aligned with similar trade-off scenarios reported in the literature
between energy efficiency, LLP% and system utilization, depending on the prioritization of the hydrogen
or battery systems in the microgrid management [6,21].
7. Conclusions
Although the use of RES is growing in order to address decarbonization targets, the time
discontinuity of renewable resources demands electrical grids topologies and EMS that can assure the
demand with quality, security and reliability. In this sense, local distributed ESS offers the possibility
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to temporarily decouple production and demand, providing versatility and flexibility in the operation
of the renewable electrical grids.
With this goal in mind, this paper has presented an EMS functioning under two different strategies:
hydrogen-priority vs battery-priority. The goal is to compare the results obtained when the priority is
to maximize the hydrogen systems’ utilization with the results obtained when the priority is to increase
the battery bank use. In both cases, the EMS pursues the best operation of the hybrid renewable
microgrid, implementing a selective power balance based on the control of the microgrid in the
long-term operation. The aim of the comparison between the two strategies is to analyze the long-term
behavior of the EMS in terms of the microgrid performance and efficient energy use.
Under the hydrogen-priority strategy, a higher amount of energy (kWh) is stored in the form
of hydrogen, allowing a greater “energy inertia” in comparison to the batteries. On the other hand,
in the battery-priority strategy, the battery bank is used as primary energy backup, which presents
an increased round-trip efficiency; only when the bank battery SOC is not within the allowed range,
the hydrogen loop (electrolyzer and fuel cell) is used as a secondary backup.
By comparing both EMS strategies under the same simulation conditions, it has been verified
that the hydrogen-priority EMS strategy achieves lower LLP values (2% vs 6% for battery-priority
EMS strategy, ratio 1:3), thanks to the higher energy capacity respect to the battery storage (90 kWh vs.
40 kWh, ratio 2.25:1), which is due to the mass-energy density of the hydrogen as an energy vector,
providing more storage autonomy respect to the batteries. However, the global storage efficiency
decreases from 65.5% to 50.3%, due to the reduced share of battery energy, whose energy conversion
ratio is higher. In fact, the hydrogen-based systems process much more energy (7976 kWh against
5634 kWh when the battery-priority strategy is used) for a comparable output power (4055 kWh versus
3746 kWh), thus generating more losses.
In the reviewed literature, most works regarding hybrid renewable microgrids modelling are
based on battery-priority energy management strategies, focused on the short/medium-term operation.
Based on the results obtained and the analysis done, Table 7 shows the main finding of the
proposed paper in comparison with previous works. From here, it is possible to see there are not
been found scientific proposals where a comparative between hydrogen-priority vs. battery priority is
done in the long-term operation and that includes loss of load probability and global energy efficiency
analysis. Additionally, previous works also do not include a conservative use of the subsystems
(hysteresis operation) that allows the EMS strategy to prolong the life span of the equipment. From the
authors’ point of view, the main novelty of this paper is the demonstration that when the time window
is enlarged to a year, hydrogen-priority strategy guarantees better internal reliability, lower loss of load
and a minimal main power grid dependence respect to traditional battery-priority strategies.
Table 7. Comparison of the findings of the proposed paper with previous works.
EMS Strategy Priority HysteresisOperation
Evaluation Time
Period
Loss of Load
Probability
Analysis
Global Storage
Efficiency
Evaluation
Authors proposal Hydrogen and Battery Yes 1 year (8000 h) Yes Yes
Ref. [5] Battery No 4 months (3000 h) No Yes
Ref. [6] Hydrogen No 1 year (8000 h) No Yes
Ref. [20] Hydrogen No 1 day (24 h) No No
Ref. [21] Battery No 1 year (8000 h) No Only battery
Ref. [32] Battery No 2 days (50 h) No No
Author Contributions: Conceptualization, A.M.F., F.S.M. and F.J.V.; methodology, F.S.M., F.J.V.; software, A.M.F.
and F.J.V.; experimental data acquisition and model validation, A.M.F.; writing, A.M.F., F.S.M., J.M.A.; supervision,
F.S.M., J.M.A., E.B., L.M.; All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
Funding: This research received no external funding.
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List of Acronyms
AC Alternate Current
DC Direct Current
EMS Energy Management System
ESS Energy Storage System
FF Fill Factor
GIS Geographical Information System
LHV Lower Heating Value
LL Loss of Load
LLP Loss of Load Probability
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracking
NRMSE Normalized Root Mean Square Error
PEM Proton Exchange Membrane / Polymeric Electrolyte Membrane
PV Photovoltaic
RES Renewable Energy Sources
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
SOC State Of Charge
STC Standard Test Conditions
Notation and Symbols
α current correction factor (%/◦C)
β voltage correction factor (%/◦C)
∆n hydrogen molar variation (mol)
∆ptank pressure variation (atm)
δ non-dimensional correction coefficient (-)
εrel relative error (%)
ηaero aerodynamic efficiency (%)
ηel electrical efficiency (%)
ηF Faraday efficiency (%)
ηm mechanical efficiency (%)
ηstorage storage efficiency (%)
ηtotDC total DC efficiency (%)
σ standard deviation
A exponential zone amplitude (V)
a f c is the fuel cell model fit parameter
awT wind turbine model fit parameter
B exponential zone time constant inverse (Ah−1)
b f c fuel cell model fit parameter (−2.122)
bwT wind turbine model fit parameter
c scale factor (Weibull distribution fitting parameter)
C is the battery capacity (Ah)
Cn is the battery nominal capacity (100 Ah)
c f c fuel cell fit parameter (0.077)
cwT wind turbine model fit parameter
d f c fuel cell fit parameter (−0.001)
dwT wind turbine model fit parameter
Ei hourly energy in timestep i (kWh)
E cumulative energy (kWh)
Eavg average energy (kWh)
F Faraday constant (C/mole-)
FF fill factor (-)
G global inclined radiation (W/m2)
G(STC) global radiation at STC conditions (W/m2)
hon cumulative operating hours (h)
Ibatt battery current (A)
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Iel electrolyzer current (A)
IFC fuel cell current (A)
Imax,disch maximum discharging current (A)
ISC short-circuit current (A)
ISC(STC) short-circuit current at STC conditions (A)
k shape factor (Weibull distribution fitting parameter)
K polarization resistance (Ω)
kp global heat transfer coefficient (◦C m2/W)
LL Loss of Load (kWh)
LLP% Loss of Load Probability (%)
Nel is the electrolyzer cells number
N f c is the number of cells in the fuel cell
Ns is the number of panels in series
Np is the number of panels in parallel
n molar quantity (mol)
.
nH2 molar flow of hydrogen (mol/s)
P(v) power developed by the wind turbine (W) in function of the wind speed (m/s)
pel electrolyzer operating pressure (bar)
p f c fuel cell operating pressure (bar)
Pi instantaneous power at timestep i (W)
Pinst installed power (W)
Pnet net power (W)
Pnom nominal power developed by the wind turbine (W)
ptank tank pressure (bar)
ptank,0 initial tank pressure (bar)
ptank,high high tank pressure – restoration (bar)
ptank,low low tank pressure – restoration (bar)
ptank,max maximum tank pressure (bar)
ptank,min minimum tank pressure (bar)
PPV solar panel electrical power output (W)
Q battery capacity (Ah)
R universal gas constant (m3 bar/K mol)
Rint battery internal resistance (Ω)
R-square goodness of fit parameter
SOC battery state of charge (Ah, %)
SOC0 initial value of SOC (Ah, %)
SOChigh high State of Charge – restoration (Ah, %)
SOClow low State of Charge – restoration (Ah, %)
SOCmax maximum State of Charge (Ah, %)
SOCmin minimum State of Charge (Ah, %)
T temperature (K)
t time (h)
tdisch discharging time (h)
T(STC) temperature at STC conditions (◦C)
TP panel temperature (◦C)
v wind speed (m/s)
Vbatt battery voltage (V)
vcutin cut-in speed (m/s)
vcuto f f cut-off wind speed (m/s)
V f c is the fuel cell voltage (V)
Vgeom geometrical tank volume (m3)
vnom nominal wind speed (m/s)
VOC open circuit voltage (V)
VOC(STC) open circuit voltage at STC conditions (V)
z number of moles of electrons per mole of hydrogen (mole-/mol)
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